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 Hello everyone, today is 14th-Mar-2018, in 

the previous Study Notes, we covered only 

Reading Section, where we had many 

Reading comprehensions for practice, we 

have received much of the positive response 

from that Study Notes. 

Considering the previous one, we have come 

with the study notes of Grammar section too, 

in this study notes you will be doing much 

of the excersice based on Grammar Section 

and yes, some of the questions are also there 

which are completely based on your 

vocabulary part. 

Here I would like to wish you all the best for 

your excersice and start practicing and check 

your level of preparation. 

Direction:- 

For each of the following questions, a part 

or the whole of the original sentence has 

been underlined. You have to find the best 

way of writing the underlined part of the 

sentence. 

Q.1. The Service Tax Department may go for 

another round of bidding for luxury jet of 

embattled businessman as the highest bid 

received during the auction was a measly 

Rs 27 crore against the reserve price of Rs 

152 crore. 

1. may going for another round of bid for 

luxury jet of embattled businessman as 

the highest bid received during the 

auction 

2. may go onto another round of bidding 

for luxury jet off embattle businessman 

as the higher bid received during the 

auction 

3. may go for another round of bidding for 

luxury jet of embattled businessman as 

the highest bid receive  the auction 

4. may go for another rounding as the high 

bid received more the auctions 

5. may be go for of embattled businessman 

as the highest bid received during the 

auction 

Q.2. Domestic air passenger traffic jumped in 

nearly 26 per cent in July, registering 

double-digit grow for the 24th 

consecutive month with low fares 

attracting more fly. 

1. Domestically air passenger traffic 

jumped by nearly 26 per cent in July, 

registering double-digit growth for the 

24th consecutive month with lower fares 

attracting more fliers. 

2. Domestic air passenger traffic jumped 

by nearly 26 per cent in July, registering 

double-digit growth for the 24th 

consecutive month with lower fares 

attracting more fliers. 

3. Domestic air passenger traffic jumped 

by near 26 per cent in July, registering 

double-digit growth for the 24th 

consecutively month with lower fares 

attracting more fliers. 
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 4. Domestic air passenger traffic jumping 

for nearly 26 per cent in July, registering 

double-digit growth for the 24th 

consecutive month with lower fares 

attracting more fliers. 

5. Domestic air passenger traffic jumped in 

nearly 26 per cent in July, registering 

double-digit grow for the 24th 

consecutive month with low fares 

attracting more fly. 

Q.3. India's focus at the G20 summit in China 

will be on global structural reforms to 

generate jobs, spurred inclusive grow and 

discuss issual relating to the USD 100 

billion climate financing committed by 

developed nations. 

1. will be on global structural reforms to 

generate jobs, spurred inclusive grow 

and discuss issual relating to the USD 

100 billion climate financing committed  

2. will being on global structural reforms to 

generate jobs, spur inclusive growth and 

discuss issues relating to the USD 100 

billion climate financing committed 

3. will be on global structure reforms to 

generate jobs, spur inclusive growth and 

discuss issues relating to the USD 100 

billion climate financing committed 

4. will be on global structural reforms to 

generating jobs, spur inclusive growth 

and discuss issues relating to the USD 

100 billion climate financing committed 

5. will be on global structural reforms to 

generate jobs, spur inclusive growth and 

discuss issues relating to the USD 100 

billion climate financing committed 

Q.4. Parliament was informed about the terror 

attacks and ceasefire violations has relative 

declined after army carried out surgical 

strikes across Line of Control (LoC). 

1. violations have relative decline after 

army carry out 

2. violations have relatively declined after 

army carried out 

3. violations has relatively declines after 

army carries outer 

4. violation have relations decline after 

army carried out 

5. No correction required 

Q.5. India dismissed reports in Pakistani media 

that it has agreed to halt work on Miyar 

hydroelectric project at the neighbour 

country request and termed them as 

"factually incorrect". 

1. Hydroelectrical project on the 

neighbouring country's requesting 

2. hydroelectric project at the neighbouring 

country's request 

3. hydroelectric project at the neighbours 

countries requests 

4. hydroelectric projection between the 

neighbour of the country’s request 

5. No correction required 
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Q.6. Close on the heels of the man taking 

charge as the chief minister of Uttar 

Pradesh, police have started an ''anti-

Romeo'' drive to curb incidents of 

harassment across the district. 

1. Close into the heels of the man taking 

charge 

2. Closing the heels of the man taking 

charge 

3. Close over the heels of the men taking 

charge 

4. Close on the heels of the man takes 

charge 

5. No correction required 

  In each sentence below four words have 

been printed in bold which are numbered 

(A), (B), (C) and (D). One/more than one 

word may be wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate in context of the sentence. 

Find out the wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate word. If all the words are 

correctly spelt and are appropriate the 

answer is (E) i.e. "All correct". 

Q.7. A Parliamentary panel (A) has asked the 

government to look at capping (B) air ticket 

prices and control the "artificial (C) created 

exorbitant (D) prices in the Gulf sector". 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) AND (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.8. Unique Identification Authority of India 

(UIDAI) has said that all devices (A) using 

Aadhaar authentication (B) will have to 

adhere (C) to its new encryption (D) 

standards from June.All Correct (E) 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) & (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.9. The Cabinet may take up for approval (A) 

the supporting GST legislative (B), which 

will then be introduced (C) in Parliament as 

the government sprints (D) to rollout of the 

new indirect tax regime. 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) AND (B) 

3. Only (B) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

In each of the following sentences there 

are three blank spaces. Below each 

sentence three words in each option have 
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 been denoted by numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) 

and (5). Find out the correct option which 

can be filled in the blanks in order to 

make a meaningful sentence. 

Q.10. The days when white men kept an ____ hold 

on political power, when young ____ 

without a college degree could ____ find a 

well-paid job, are not coming back. 

1. imperative- woman- easily 

2. impossible- brazen- burden 

3. annexing- adult- vividly 

4. uncontested-adults- easily 

5. governed- women—equality 

Q.11. Analysis found the ____ in working hours in 

Europe was ____ because of tight labour 

market ____, not taxes.  

1. factor-remind-locals 

2. enormity-gigantic-ethnic 

3. hypocrisy-absolutely-loot 

4. decline- mostly- regulations 

5. impeached-supposedly-drainin 

 

Q.12. An Analysis suggests Europeans ____ free 

time more. Americans took the fruits of their 

rising ____ in money. Europeans took it 

in ____ time. 

1. treated-longevity-much 

2. value-productivity-free 

3. revolves-absurdity-least 

4. fare-brevity-free 

5. taxation-particularly-lesser 

Q.13. Brazil has tried to ___ the world that its huge 

meat industry poses no threat - with the 

President even inviting ambassadors to a 

____ dinner – ____ allegations that corrupt 

exporters sold tainted products. 

1. assuring-acclimation-between 

2. aestival-aegis-zest 

3. abominate-steak-before 

4. reassure-steak-despite 

5. ad-hoc-reassure-in spite of 

Q.14. Shares of Idea Cellular ____ nearly 10 per 

cent, wiping out Rs 3,692 crore from the 

company's market ____, after the 

announcement ____ the merger of the 

Aditya Birla Group-run firm with Vodafone 

India. 

1. acarpous-group-in 

2. ad-lib-accretion-of 

3. tumbled- valuation- of 

4. abstemious-valuation-off 

5. adjunct-morals-at 

Q.15. With India ____ as a preferred investment 

destination, the country is expected to ____ 
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 nearly USD 4.2 billion ____capital in the 

realty sector in 2017. 

1. watches-has-apart 

2. destination-face-new 

3. babel-affray-active 

4. brook-witness-of 

5. emerging- witness- new 

Q.16. Chilli teja prices were up 1.99 per cent to Rs 

8,400 per quintal in futures trading as ____ 

created speculative positions, triggered ____ 

tight supplies from ____ belts. 

1. friends-in-mitigating 

2. candidate-by-excruciating 

3. aspirant-for-bilk 

4. participants-by- producing 

5. needy-in-brevity 

 Fill in the Blanks (two blanks) 

 In each of the following sentences there are 

two blank spaces. Below each five pairs of 

words have been denoted by numbers (1), 

(2), (3), (4) and (5). Find out which pair of 

words can be filled in the blanks in order to 

make a meaningful sentence. 

Q.17. Haryana government introduced the ____ of 

e-vetting of replies to be filed in the court, as 

well as to ____ and deliver custody 

certificates online. 

1. miniature, procurement 

2. system, generate 

3. back, theme 

4. venture, abnegate 

5. policy, abstain 

Q.18. ISRO is working on systems to ____ natural 

disasters that could be ____ as input by the 

states and disaster management agencies. 

1. forecast, used 

2. jargon, oracular 

3. clamorous, hooked 

4. gush, repugnant 

5. enchant, happened 

Q.19. Over 45 per cent of Automatic Weather 

Stations and nearly 60 per cent of Automatic 

Rain Gauges are non-functional due to ____ 

in procurement of ____ parts. 

1. sparse, nano 

2. affray, spare 

3. delay, spare 

4. abjure, anchorite 

5. quay, abandon 

Q.20. Pakistan will begin its first census in about 

two decades with the ___ of over 200,000 

troops and civilian officials who will collect 

crucial data that will be used for key policy 

decisions, including delimitation of 

constituencies. (assist) 

1. unassisted 

2. assisted 

3. assistance 

4. assisting 

5. unaided 

Q.21. An archaeological treasure trove on the site 

of a planned metro station in central Algiers 

is set to become a museum, ____ a window 

on 2,000 years of history. 
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 1. openly 

2. openness 

3. opening 

4. unopened 

5. opens 

Q.22. China has warned of a trade war with the US 

if the current Presedential  ____decides to 

ignore WTO rulings and unilaterally 

imposes tariffs on its goods.( 

administrating) 

1. administer 

2. administration 

3. administrative 

4. administered 

5. unadministering 

In the following questions, you have to 

identify the correct sentence/s. For the 

given question four options (A), (B), (C) 

and (D) are given find the sentence/s that 

are correct and mark the correct answer. 

Q.23. Like bell-bottomed trousers and progressive 

rock, industrial action is a relic of a bygone 

age. 

A. Official records stretch back to the 

1890s and never in all that time have 

as few people been involved in 

disputes as the 81,000 who went on 

strike in 2015. 

B. India needs more scientists to 

harness technology for the beneficial 

of the common man, the Prime 

Minister said. 

C. The post-war peak for days lost 

through strikes came in a period that 

embraced the miners’ strikes of 1972 

and 1984-5 and the Winter of 

Discontent in 1978-9. Since then, the 

number of stoppages has dwindled. 

1. Only (D) 

2. Only (A) and (D) 

3. All except (C) 

4. All of the above 

5. None of the above 

Q.24. Is this a golden era of workplace harmony? 

Hardly. Grievances have not disappeared.  

A. Brexit was partly caused by year 

after year of fall real wages.  

B. The difference is that with union 

power restricted and fewer workers 

covered by collective bargaining, 

employers call the shoots. 

C. Tripura Chief Minister asserted that 

constant attempts were being made 

by some quarters to destroy the 

country s cultural, communal and 

creative fabric. 

1. Only (D) 

2. Only (A) and (D) 

3. All Except (C) 

4. All of the above 

5. None of the above 

Q.25. China named and shamed more cities for 

poor air quality control as the country 

intensify their effort to curb recurring smog. 
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 A. The Finance Minister has said democracy is 

liberal enough in the UK to permit defaulters 

to stay here and that "normal" needing to be 

cracks, in an apparent reference to liquor 

baron. 

 

B. Australia and Indonesia announced the full 

restoration of military ties as the countries' 

leaders held talks following a briefing spat 

in teach material deem offense to Jakarta. 

C. NITI Aayog is set to organise a two-day 

high-level workshop on advancing 

innovation in passenger mobility and 

transportation. 

 

1. Only (D) 

2. Only (A) and (D) 

3. All Except (C) 

4. All of the above 

5. None of the above 

 In each sentence below four words have 

been printed in bold which are numbered 

(A), (B), (C) and (D). One/more than one 

word may be wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate in context of the sentence. 

Find out the wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate word. If all the words are 

correctly spelt and are appropriate the 

answer is (E) i.e. "All correct". 

Q.26. Digital payment can checks (A) black 

money and play a key role in fighting graft 

(B), the PM said as he asked the youth(C) 

to become an "anti-corruption cadre" as part 

of the "cleanliness"(D) rive. All Correct 

(E). 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) and (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.27. The Reserve Bank is looking at (A) new 

premises for (B) its office and residential 

complex (C) near the famous Ridge (D) on 

Mall Road. All Correct (E). 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) and (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 
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 Q.28. The Federal Reserve Chair said another 

interest rate (A) increase could be 

"appropriate"(B) if the US employment 

(C) and inflation remain in line with expects 

(D). All Correct (E). 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) and (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.29. The President has said that no society can 

call themselves (A) civilised if it does not 

honour women (B), as he emphasising (C) 

on providing reservation for (D) women in 

Parliament. All Correct (E). 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) and (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Both (A) and (C) 

5. All Correct 

Q.30. Leander Paes and his Argentine partner 

crashed out (A) in the opening round of the 

men doubles (B) to bring an early closure 

(C) to India's challenge (D) at the ATP 

Indian Wells Masters. All Correct (E) 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) AND (B) 

3. Only (B) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.31. The Centre's demonetisation (A) drive is 

seemed to have a significant impact (B) on 

the gold demand (C) in the country as 

imports of the metal dropped sharp (D). All 

Correct (E) 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) AND (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

Q.32. A plea, seeking an order for fixing the 

exhausted (A) of all vehicles on the top 

rather than in the bottom claiming (B) that 

this would lessen (C) pollution, has been 

rejected (D) by the SC. All Correct (E) 

1. Only (A) 

2. Both (A) AND (B) 

3. Only (C) 

4. Only (D) 

5. All Correct 

  Read each part of the sentence to find out 

if there is any error in it. The error, if any, 

will be in one part of the sentence. The 

number of that part is the answer. If there 

is no error, mark your answer as (5). 

Q.33. The fresh round of consolidation 

unfolding(1)/ in the Indian telecom market 

is likely to yielding five major players(2)/ 

ensuring enough competition but not(3)/ 

fragmentation of spectrum.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.34. With an eye on a possible comeback in(1)/ 

the last two Tests against Australia, the 

speedster are eager to get(2)/ a few overs 
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 under his belt for Bengal in(3)/ the ongoing 

Vijay Hazare Trophy.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.35. Sindhu doesn’t want to attach any special 

significance(1)/ to the upcoming All 

England Championship and said she would 

being(2)/ treating the prestigious premier 

event like any other(3)/ Super Series 

tournament.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.36. The Indian Cricket team Captain 

remained(1)/ the highest-placed Indian 

batsman at second, while off-spinner held on 

to his top position(2)/ in both the bowlers' 

and all-rounders' list of(3)/ the latest ICC 

Test rankings issue.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.37. A Philippine boxing hero and the British 

fighter(1)/ confirmed separately that they 

would face(2)/ one-another after weeks 

of(3)/ conflicting reports.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.38. The CBI has moved a special court(1)/ in 

Jodhpur seeking an inquiry against 

witnesses,(2)/ whch turned hostile in the 

murder trial,(3)/ for perjury.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.39. The leaders of the two parties met to 

discuss(1)/ floor management into 

opposition parties during(2)/ the Budget 

session of(3)/ the state legislature.(4)/No 

Error (5) 

Q.40. Ministers attended the first cabinet 

meeting(1)/ of the state government after 

civic elections, and demanded(2)/ that 

opposition leaders and journalists should(3)/ 

be allows to attend these meetings.(4)/No 

Error (5) 

Q.41. The Union Home Minister reviewed(1)/ the 

security situation in the country,(2)/ 

especially in Jammu and Kashmir(3)/ and 

other border areas.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.42. If any of the smart cities had to be given an 

award,(1)/ it should be for how they’ve used 

tech and IT to solve the challenges that all 

other cities struggle with—(2)/pollution, 

waste, jobs, youth and above all,(3)/ shifting 

from a linear to a circular economy that 

makes for sustain.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.43. The US-based Hindu organisations have 

demanded(1)/ an apology from CNN and 

asked the news channel(2)/ to stop further 

airing of a show which(3)/ they allege 

promotes xenophobia and 

''Hinduphobia'.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.44. An eminent economist has said that(1)/ the 

government's move to pull back high-value 

notes(2)/ had "little impact" on India's 

growth and the economy(3)/ will continued 

to grow at 7-8 per cent.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.45. Suzuki Motor Corporation expects(1)/ India 

to grow into the third-biggest car market(2)/ 

in the world on 2020 and(3)/ is "determined" 

to play a big part in that growth.(4)/No Error 

(5) 
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Q.46. China has said its population will peak(1)/ to 

1.45 billion by 2030 and to 1.1 billion 

towards the end of this century(2)/ even as it 

shrugged off concerns(3)/ over a decline 

labour force.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.47. Auto components maker (1)/ Sona Group 

plans to invest Rs 300-400 crore(2)/ over the 

next four years (3)/ to expand business in the 

country.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.48. China and Google are in talks for (1)/ the 

internet giant's return to the Chinese 

mainland after it (2)/ was pulled over seven 

years ago following a bitter spat(3)/ with 

Beijing over censorship rules.(4)/No Error 

(5) 

Q.49. Telecom operator Idea Cellular(1)/ 

announced free incoming calls on(2)/ 

domestic roaming and unveiled(3)/ 

international roaming value packs.(4)/No 

Error (5) 

Q.50. China's labour minister says Beijing(1)/ will 

cut another 500,000 jobs in the year from 

steel,(2)/ coal and other heavy industries to 

reduction(3)/ excess production capacity 

that's flooding markets and depressing 

global prices.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.51. Demonetisation will be credit positive(1)/ 

for India as it is likely to reduce tax(2)/ avoid 

and corruption,(3)/ Moody's Investors 

Service said.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.52. India and Pakistan must respect the 

landmark(1)/ Indus Waters Treaty as it is in 

the interesting(2)/ of both countries, 

Pakistan's Minister (3)/ for Water and 

Power.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.53. Russia criticised the deployment(1)/ of the 

US anti-missile system aimed on (2)/ North 

Korea, saying it poses(3)/ "serious risks" to 

the region.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.54. China warned India to respect its "core 

concerns"(1)/ to avoid disruption to bilateral 

ties after New Delhi invites(2)/ the Tibetan 

spiritual leader to(3)/ an international 

Buddhist seminar.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.55. Officials from India and Pakistan (1)/ 

discussed problems relating to Indus 

Basin(2)/ at the two-day Indus Water 

Commission meeting (3)/ which began after 

a gap of near two years.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.56. The US President has said that the North 

Korean leader (1)/ is "acting very, very 

badly",(2)/ hours after Pyongyang 

conducted(3)/ a ground test of a new type of 

high-thrust rocket engine.(4)/ No Error (5) 

Q.57. The "big, beautiful" wall that(1)/ the US 

President plans to build along the(2)/ border 
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 with Mexico should be tall (3)/ climb-

resistant, difficult to penetrate and 

aesthetical pleasing.(4)/ No Error (5) 

  Read each part of the sentence to find out 

if there is any error in it. The error, if any, 

will be in one part of the sentence. The 

number of that part is the answer. If there 

is no error, mark your answer as (5). 

Q.58. China will tripled the number of stations(1)/ 

to monitor atmospheric radiation levels(2)/ 

to nearly 500 as part of its nuclear security 

plan(3)/ to check radioactivity levels from 

neighbouring countries, including 

India.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.59. The Competition Commission penalised a 

sitting(1)/ Lok Sabha MP with respect to 

unfair business practices(2)/for a Kerala-

based film association(3)/ where he is the 

president(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.60. Country's largest lender the SBI said(1)/ it 

will raise USD 1.5 billion on overseas 

bonds(2)/ in one or more tranches(3)/ to 

fund business expansion(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.61. Sluggish economy for over three years 

continues(1)/ to be a challenge and the 

government would(2)/ make all efforts(3)/ 

to address the situation.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.62. China dismissed as "unnecessary" the 

concerns of Pakistani businesses(1)/ over 

the possible of local markets getting flooded 

with(2)/ cheap Chinese goods due to tax 

exemption under the CPEC project(3)/ 

marginalising local industries(4)/No Error 

(5) 

Q.63. The decline in telecom operators' 

revenues(1)/ due to falling tariff impacts 

their capacitate to invest (2)/ and this can 

also lead(3)/ to delay in spectrum 

payment.(4)/No Error (5) 

Q.64. Highlighting India's(1)/ growing solar 

capacity,(2)/the UN chief has said the world 

(3)/ is moving towards a green 

economy.(4)/No Error (5)
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 EXPLANATION 

Q.1.(3). Explanation: 

 No Correction Required 

Q.2.(2). Explanation: 

Sentence 1 is wrong because of the 

wrong grammatical structure; 

‘Domestically air passenger’. 

Sentence 3 is wrong because of ‘jumped 

by near 26 per cent ‘ and ‘for the 24th 

consecutively month’. 

Sentence 4 is wrong because of ‘jumping 

for nearly’. 

Sentence 5 is wrong because of ‘in 

nearly 26 per cent in July’ and ‘double-

digit grow’ etc. 

Q.3.(5). Explanation: 

Sentence 1 is wrong because of ‘spurred 

inclusive grow’ and ‘discuss issual 

relating’ etc. 

Sentence 2 is wrong because of ‘will 

being on global structural reforms’. 

Sentence 3 is wrong because of ‘global 

structure reforms’ rather use ‘global 

structural reforms’. 

Sentence 4 is wrong because of ‘to 

generating jobs’. 

Q.4.(2). 

Q.5.(2). 

Q.6.(5). 

Q.7.(3). 

Q.8.(5). 

Q.9.(3). The correct word is Legislations. 

Q.10.(4). For other options 

Q.11.(4). 

For other options 

Gigantic(Adj)-Huge 

Supposedly(Adv)- according to what is 

generally assumed or believed. 

Impeach(V)-Challenge 

Ethnic(Adj)-Racial 

Q.12.(2). For other options 

Absurdity(N)- the quality or state of 

being ridiculous or wildly unreasonable. 

Longevity(N)-Long life 

Q.13.(4). For other options 

Steak(N)- high-quality beef taken from 

the hindquarters of the animal, typically 

cut into thick slices that are cooked by 

grilling or frying. 

Acclimation(N)- Acclimatization or 

acclimatisation (also 

called acclimation or acclimatation) is 

the process in which an individual 

organism adjusts to a change in its 

environment allowing it to maintain 

performance across a range of 

environmental conditions. 

 Abominate(V)-Detest 

 Zest(N)-relish 

Q.14.(3). For other options 

Acarpous(Adj)- not producing fruit. 

Abstemious(Adj)-temperate 
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 Valuation(N)-Price 

Accretion(N)-augmentation 

Q.15.(5). For other options 

Babel(N)-Clamour 

Affray(N)-Encounter 

Brook(V)-Tolerate 

Q.16.(4). For other options 

Excruciating(Adj)-severe 

Brevity(N)-Pith 

Mitigate(V)-Deaden 

Q.17.(2). For other options 

Abstain(V)- restrain oneself from doing 

or enjoying something. 

Abnegate(V)-renounce 

Miniature(Adj)-small-scale 

Q.18.(1). For other options 

repugnant(Adj)-abhorrent 

hooked(Adj)-curved 

jargon(N)-Venacular 

oracular(Adj)-hard to interpret 

Q.19.(3). For other options 

Abjure(V)-Renounce 

Anchorite(N)- a religious recluse 

Quay(N)-harbour 

Q.20.(3). 

Q.21.(3). 

Q.22.(2). 

Q.23.(3). 

 Explanation: 

Option (C)- is wrong because 

replacement of ‘for the beneficial’ 

should be done with ‘for the benefit’. 

Q.24.(2). Explanation: 

Option (B)- is wrong because fall real 

wages should be replaced with falling 

real wages. 

Option (C)- is wrong because ‘call the 

shoots’ is not an idiom, the correct idiom 

is ‘call the shots’ is the right idiom which 

means to take the initiative in deciding 

how something should be done. 

Q.25.(1). 

Explanation: 

Option (A)- is wrong because “intensify 

their effort” is not correct rather 

“intensified its efforts” is correct. 

Option (B)- is wrong because “needing 

to be cracks” is grammatically wrong  

while “needs to be cracked” fits better. 

Option (C)- is wrong because “a 

briefing spat in teach material deem 

offense to Jakarta.” Is thoroughly wrong 

instead “a brief spat over teaching 

material deemed offensive to Jakarta.” is 

perfect. 

Q.26.(1).  ‘CAN + V1’ So ‘checks’ should be 

replaced with ‘check’. 

Q.27.(1).  ‘looking at’ should be replaced with 

‘looking for’. 

Q.28.(4). Replace ‘expects’ with ‘expectations’. 
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 Q.29.(4).  Replace ‘themselves’ with ‘itself’ and 

‘emphasising’ with ‘emphasised’. 

Q.30.(3). 

Q.31.(4). 

Q.32.(1). 

Q.33.(2). Replace ‘to yielding’ with ‘to yield’. 

Q.34.(2).  Replace ‘speedster are’ with ‘speedster 

is’. 

Q.35.(2).  Replace ‘would being’ with ‘would 

be’. 

Q.36.(4). Replace ‘rankings issue’ with ‘rankings 

issued’. 

Q.37.(3). Replace ‘one-another’ with ‘each-

other’. 

Q.38.(3). Replace ‘which’ with ‘who’. 

Q.39.(2). Replace ‘into’ with ‘for’. 

Q.40.(4). Replace ‘be allows’ with ‘be allowed’. 

Q.41.(5).  No Error 

Q.42.(4).  Replace ‘sustain’ with ‘sustainability’. 

Q.43.(5). 

Q.44.(4). Replace ‘continued’ with ‘continue’. 

Q.45.(3).  Replace ‘on’ with ‘by’. 

Q.46.(4). Replace ‘decline’ with ‘declining. 

Q.47.(5). 

Q.48.(3). Replace ‘pulled over’ with ‘pulled out’. 

Q.49.(5). 

Q.50.(3).  Replace ‘to reduction’ with ‘to reduce’. 

Q.51.(3). Replace ‘avoid’ with ‘avoid’. 

Q.52.(2).  Replace ‘interesting’ with ‘interest’. 

Q.53.(2). Replace ‘aimed on’ with ‘aimed at’. 

Q.54.(2). Replace ‘invites’ with ‘invited’. 

Q.55.(4). Replace ‘near’ with ‘nearly’. 

Q.56.(2).  Replace ‘is’ with ‘was’. 

Q.57.(4). Replace ‘aesthetical’ with 

‘aesthetically’. 

Q.58.(1).  Replace ‘tripled’ with ‘triple’. 

Q.59.(3). Replace ‘for’ with ‘by’. 

Q.60.(2).  Replace ‘on’ with ‘from’. 

Q.61.(5). 

Q.62.(2).  Replace ‘possible’ with ‘possibility’. 

Q.63.(2). Replace ‘capacitate’ with ‘capacity’. 

Q.64.(5).
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